Spatiotemporal Trajectory of China’s Provincial Energy Efficiency and Implications on the Route of Economic Transformation
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Abstract: A comparative analysis of the spatiotemporal trajectory of energy efficiency (STEE) among the provinces in China over the past 21 years was conducted based on a quadrant diagram of the GDP per capita and the energy consumption per capita. An energy macro-efficiency per capita indicator (EMEPCI) was established using the energy consumption data of 30 Chinese provinces from 1996 to 2016. The spatiotemporal trajectory clustering method (STCM) and the industrial structure upgrading index (ISUI) were used for an exploratory analysis of the driving force of the changes in the STEE. The results showed the following: (1) The growth rate and amplitude of energy efficiency differed by province. From a geospatial perspective, the energy efficiency of the eastern regions was higher than that of the western regions, and that of the southern regions was higher than that of the northern regions. The growth trends demonstrated a pattern in which the provinces with higher energy efficiency had higher growth rates, whereas the provinces with lower energy efficiency showed lower growth rates. (2) The majority of the Chinese provinces, particularly the southwest region and the regions near the middle stream of the Yangtze River, were still undergoing a development process. Thus, it is necessary to pay attention to the adjustment of the economic development model to avoid shifting towards quadrants I or II, where the energy consumption is higher. (3) A spatiotemporal trajectory clustering analysis grouped the different provinces into four categories. Besides the majority of the provinces, which remained in quadrant III, Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin have remained in the “dual-high” quadrant for long period of time and are shifting towards quadrant IV. The trajectory of the second group was characterized by movement almost directly from the “dual-low” quadrant (III) towards the target quadrant (IV). The common feature of the energy efficiency trajectory of the third group was that they remained in the high energy consumption and low GDP quadrant for a relatively long period, and immediate changes were required in their development models. (4) The provinces with a similar industrial structure transformation level were more likely to have similar spatiotemporal trajectories of energy efficiency. Particularly, provinces with a similar level of transformation from secondary industries to tertiary industries enjoyed a greater probability of transformation as well as similar spatiotemporal trajectories of energy efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Since the reform and opening up of China 30 years ago, China’s economy has experienced continuous rapid growth. However, the pace of its economic growth has slowed in recent years [1,2]. Along with the gradual disappearance of the demographic dividend, preservation of natural resources, and environmental constraints, the traditional economic model, which relies on the investment and extensive use of resources, has shown that it cannot ensure sustainable development. An upgrade of the current economic model is urgently needed. China is currently going through economic transformation, and a proper strategy for growth is critical for this transformation. China has a vast territory, and regardless of time or space, the development level of each province has been shown to differ greatly from one another. Economic growth in China demonstrates variable regional characteristics, energy consumption, and energy efficiency, which also shows a strong correlation with economic growth and strong spatial dependence [3]. Hence, during the process of economic transformation, the speed and direction of the provinces’ transformations also vary from one another. Some researchers have monitored energy efficiency trends and compared their performances across different countries [4–6]. As is the case with countries that have developed at different speeds, the different provinces of China can learn from the provincial regions that have shown swift growth and good planning; valuable information can be derived from the more developed regions to improve the regional strategies for restructuring and development, providing the provinces that are still in the early stages of development with useful references and thereby contributing to a more equal economic transformation and development process for China as a whole.

Economic development and environmental change are inseparable because of the increase in energy consumption that accompanies such growth [7–11]. Some economists have pointed out that China’s current stage of economic transformation still overlaps with the economic cycle and energy revolution period [12,13]. In this context, energy efficiency, an index that reflects the quality of energy input and output, deserves further attention [14–16]. The European Union’s Action Plan for Energy Efficiency defined the concept of energy efficiency as reducing energy consumption without reducing the use of energy-consuming plants and equipment. Aiming to make better use of energy, energy efficiency means promoting behavior, working methods, and manufacturing techniques that are less energy-intensive [17]. Inglesi-Lotz concluded that energy efficiency is an economical way to reduce energy usage, taking into consideration of the economy’s real output [18–20]. This study adopted the energy macro-efficiency per capita indicator (EMEPCI) to illustrate the spatiotemporal trajectory of energy efficiency (STEE) of 30 provinces in mainland China (excluding Tibet). We then introduced geospatial information technology and utilized the spatiotemporal trajectory clustering method (STCM) to conduct a similarity analysis of the STEE of the provinces, so as to explore the trends of the STEE on a provincial level. Based on the cluster results of the STEE, we attempted to uncover the response mechanisms of energy efficiency and industrial structure by analyzing the relationships between the various categories of trajectory and the industrial structure of the provinces. Through this study, we intended to summarize the lessons learned from the more developed provinces into a reference for the economic transformation of the less developed provinces, from the perspective of energy utilization efficiency.

2. Materials and Methods

Energy efficiency is designed to reflect the amount of the energy consumed for the maintenance or promotion of sustainable economic, social, and environmental development [21,22]. Different application areas use different methods to measure energy efficiency, as it is generally impossible to use a single indicator to completely cover the complexities of the causal connotations. Based on a summary and analysis of energy efficiency indicators in commonly applied areas, Wei and Liu proposed seven new energy efficiency indicators, namely energy macro-efficiency, energy physical efficiency, energy thermodynamics efficiency, energy value efficiency, energy allocative efficiency,
energy utilization efficiency, and energy economic efficiency [22–24], and pointed out that energy macro-efficiency (the reciprocal of energy consumption per GDP) is suitable for long-term studies.

This study utilized the energy consumption data of provinces in China (given the difficulty of data acquisition, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, and Tibet were not included) over a period of 21 years (1996–2016). Compared with total energy consumption, energy consumption per capita can better represent the energy consumption level of a nation or region, as well as the benefits of energy that are available for people [25]. Therefore, this study constructed \( e \) (the EMEPCI), the calculation formula of which is shown in Equation (1), wherein \( G \) represents the regional GDP per capita (unit: 10,000 Yuan/person), while \( E \) represents the energy consumption per capita (unit: metric tons of standard coal equivalent/person).

\[
e = \frac{G}{E} \tag{1}
\]

2.1. Trajectory Clustering Methods

On the basis of the EMEPCI, we developed a comparison quadrant diagram of the GDP per capita and energy consumption per capita of the 30 provinces over 21 years. Nanni (2002) summarized different defined methods of spatiotemporal trajectory, including a global regression model, local difference value model, field knowledge model, and semantic information trajectory expression model [26]. This study introduced the spatiotemporal trajectory data processing method in a geospatial information system (GIS) to analyze the STEE data of 30 provinces in China. Because the data scale was relatively small in this study, it was unnecessary to use a regression model to define the STEE. Therefore, prior to the adoption of the spatiotemporal trajectory clustering method, it was necessary to normalize the data for each province from each year and acquire a coordinate on the trajectory chart. As shown in Equation (2), \( G_i \) is the GDP per capita of the \( i \)th province, and \( \text{Max}(G_1 : G_{30}) \) is the maximum GDP per capita among the 30 provinces; \( E_i \) is the energy consumption per capita of the \( i \)th province, and \( \text{Max}(E_1 : E_{30}) \) is the maximum energy consumption per capita among the 30 provinces.

\[
x = \frac{G_i}{\text{Max}(G_1 : G_{30})} \quad y = \frac{E_i}{\text{Max}(E_1 : E_{30})} \tag{2}
\]

In this study, the spatiotemporal trajectory of energy efficiency (STEE) was defined and expressed using a series of data pairs in different years, composed of \((x, y)\), where \( x \) was the normalized GDP per capita and \( y \) was the energy consumption per capita, calculated using Equation (2). To demonstrate the construction of the STEE, the two spatiotemporal trajectories of Beijing and Guangdong are shown in Figure 1, and the development trajectories of energy efficiency of the 30 provinces over 21 years are shown in Figure 2, which clearly shows the distribution of the STEE of each province temporally and spatially.

Spatiotemporal trajectory data processing and analysis is a nascent data mining method, emerging in recent years amid the background of geospatial information development. Spatiotemporal trajectory data are actually a recorded sequence of the position and time of a moving object [27,28]. This article introduced spatiotemporal trajectory data processing methods in geospatial information science into the mining and analysis of the spatiotemporal trajectory data related to energy efficiency, wherein, the spatiotemporal trajectory cluster analysis method was adopted to distinguish subjects with similar temporal behaviors and dissimilar behaviors [29] in order to measure the similarity of trajectories at different time intervals. The researchers also invented a different spatiotemporal trajectory clustering calculation method. Wang et al. (2003) performed “group pattern” clustering of spatiotemporal trajectory, whereby if the distances between moving objects are less than a minimum threshold, these objects can be clustered into one group [30,31]. Through the requirements of similarity over various time intervals, one can understand the diversity in the similarity of spatiotemporal trajectories. Such a method can also reflect the development process of the similarities of spatiotemporal trajectories.
describe the transformation process of such industrial structures [37]. The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
S = \text{the sum of the industrial structure upgrading index, which varies based on the proportion of a given industry during the three tested times. Using this special feature, Zheng constructed an industrial structure upgrading index (ISUI) to analyze the evolution of the industrial structure of each province, with an additional focus on the driving impact of the evolution of the industrial industries. The gradual shifting process of industrial focus from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries.}
\]

Compared with the spatiotemporal trajectory data in the geospatial information area, the scale of the data used in this study, which involved a 21-year period, were relatively small, and the computing requirements were relatively simple. Therefore, the computational complexity could be ignored during the clustering process, and a simple and intuitive way of clustering could be adopted. The Euclidean distances between the trajectories were employed to measure the similarity during the clustering process, and afterward, summation integration methods were also employed [32,33]. The details are shown in Equation (3):

\[
D(R, S) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} d(r_k, s_k)
\]

\[
d(r_k, s_k) = \sqrt{(r_{k,x} - s_{k,x})^2 + (r_{k,y} - s_{k,y})^2}
\]

where \(R, S\) present the two spatiotemporal trajectory records, respectively; \(n\) is the recorded number of points; \(D(R, S)\) is the Euclidean distance of the two trajectories; \(r_k, s_k\) is the \(k\)th record of trajectory \(R, S\); \(r_{k,x}, s_{k,x}, r_{k,y}, s_{k,y}\) is the cross-ordinate of the record point; and \(d(r_k, s_k)\) is the Euclidean distance of \(r_k, s_k\).
and indicates clear trends of growth in energy efficiency per capita. However, there are apparent differences

3.1. Analysis of Energy Efficiency Variation

Figure 2. Changes in the GDP and the energy consumption per capita of each province. The acronyms represent the names of the provinces as follows: BJ—Beijing; TJ—Tianjing; HEB—Hebei; SX—Shanxi; NMG—Inner Mongolia; LN—Liaoning; JL—Jilin; HLJ—Heilongjiang; SH—Shanghai; JS—Jiangsu; ZJ—Zhejiang; AH—Anhui; FJ—Fujian; JX—Jiangxi; SD—Shandong; HEN—Henan; HB—Hubei; HN—Hunan; GD—Guangdong; GX—Guangxi; HAN—Hainan; CQ—Chongqing; SC—Sichuan; GZ—Guizhou; YN—Yunnan; SHX—Shaanxi; GS—Gansu; QH—Qinghai; NX—Ningxia; and XJ—Xinjiang.

2.2. Calculation of the ISUI

Many factors, including natural conditions, regional location, economic foundation, historical background, and policy orientation, can impact energy efficiency. Thus, a significant amount of academic research has indicated that energy efficiency and industrial structure are closely related [34–36]; in which case, upgrading the industrial structure is an essential link that affects the enhancement of energy efficiency. This study utilized the industrial structure upgrading index (ISUI) to analyze the evolution of the industrial structure of each province, with an additional focus on the driving impact of the evolution of the industrial structural development on changes in the energy efficiency development trajectory.

The industrial structure is composed of primary industries, secondary industries, and tertiary industries. The gradual shifting process of industrial focus from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries can be seen as the industrial structure development process from a lower level to a higher level. The angle between the proportion vector of the corresponding industry and the coordinate axis tends to vary based on the proportion of a given industry during the three tested times. Using this special feature, Zheng constructed an industrial structure upgrading index IH, described in equation (4), to quantitatively describe the transformation process of such industrial structures [37].
The calculation formula is as follows: $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are the angles between vector $(x_1,x_2,x_3)$, $(0,1,0)$ and $(0,0,1)$; $\sigma_1$ is the angle between vector $(x_2,x_3)$ and vector $(0,1)$; and $x_1,x_2,x_3$ are the proportions of the increased value during the three tested times on the GDP, respectively. $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ can be used to measure the degree of transformation of the primary industries to the secondary and tertiary industries and that of the secondary industries to the tertiary industries, respectively. The greater the value, the higher the transformation level and the corresponding ISUI, with IH indicating a higher industrial structure transformation level.

$$IH = \theta_1 + \theta_2$$
$$\theta_1 = \pi - \mu_1 - \mu_2$$
$$\theta_2 = \frac{\pi}{2} - \sigma_1$$

(4)

The angle between the vectors is calculated as follows (the range of $n$ in this study was 2 and 3, respectively). $\theta$ represents the angle between the vectors.

$$\theta_2 = \arccos\left[\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i,0)}{(\sum_{i=1}^{n}x_i^2)^{1/2}\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i^2,0)^{1/2}}\right]$$

(5)

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Analysis of Energy Efficiency Variation

Figure 3 shows the variation diagram of the energy efficiency of the provinces in the time sequence and indicates clear trends of growth in energy efficiency per capita. However, there are apparent differences in the growth rate and amplitude across provinces. Beijing has the greatest energy efficiency growth rate and magnitude in the country. Its energy efficiency ranked 11th in 1996 and has been in the top position since 2006. The energy efficiency in the provinces of Guangdong, Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Fujian also ranked at the top in the country. Shanghai and Tianjin had a large increase in energy efficiency, and by 2016, their rankings improved to the fourth and seventh places, respectively. Anhui, Jiangxi, and Hainan provinces had relatively higher energy efficiency per capita. Ningxia, Qinghai, Xinjiang, and Guizhou, which are located in western China, together with Shanxi and Inner Mongolia, have lower energy efficiency. Moreover, the provinces with lower energy efficiency were also characterized as having a lower increase in energy efficiency.

![Figure 3. Changes in energy efficiency per capita of the 30 provinces.](image-url)
3.2. Trajectory Clustering Analysis of Energy Efficiency Development

After the clustering analysis, the spatiotemporal trajectory of the development of energy efficiency of the 30 provinces were clustered into four groups (the threshold was set to 5): Group One: Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai; Group Two: Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, and Guangdong; Group Three: Qinghai, Xinjiang, Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, and Ningxia; and Group Four: Anhui, Jiangxi, Guangxi, Henan, Hunan, Shaanxi, Sichuan, Chongqing, Hubei, Yunnan, Hainan, Gansu, Guizhou, Jilin, and Heilongjiang.

It can be seen that the clustering results corresponded with the energy efficiency of the provinces. Most of the provinces in Groups One and Two had relatively high energy efficiency; Group Three was composed of the provinces with relatively low energy efficiency; and Group Four included the provinces that had a medium level of energy efficiency. However, the level of energy efficiency and the cluster results did not correspond exactly, suggesting a distinction in the way energy efficiency was acquired by the provinces, which must await further in-depth analysis.

On the basis of Figure 2, Figure 4 illustrated the changes in the energy efficiency development trajectory of the four groups in a quadrant chart. The first quadrant (I) is a “dual-high” zone with high energy consumption and high GDP, the second quadrant (II) is a high energy consumption and low GDP zone, the third quadrant (III) is a “dual low” zone with low GDP and low energy consumption, and the fourth quadrant (IV) is a low energy consumption and high GDP zone. Both quadrants I and II include high energy-consuming regions. Particularly, in quadrant II, high energy consumption brought about low GDP, suggesting an extensive use of energy with slower economic growth. The regions in quadrants III and IV were low energy-consuming regions. The provinces in quadrant IV showed low energy consumption yet achieved a high GDP, the ideal target for the provinces in the low energy consumption and low GDP quadrant (III).

![Figure 4. Quadrant chart of the energy efficiency development trajectory of the four provincial groups.](image-url)

Figure 4. Quadrant chart of the energy efficiency development trajectory of the four provincial groups.
Group One of the cluster analysis included Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin, which have the common feature of a “dual-high” spatiotemporal trajectory. In 2011, Beijing moved to quadrant IV, showing low energy consumption and a high GDP. The comparison in Figure 2 also reveals that Shanghai and Tianjin demonstrated a similar trend of change, with a growth in GDP per capita and a continuous decline of respective energy consumption.

Group Two included Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, and Fujian. From 1996 to 2003, these provinces all belonged in the “dual-low” quadrant (III). In 2005, Guangdong moved from the “dual-low” quadrant (III) to quadrant IV, with low energy consumption and a high GDP. Fujian showed a similar trajectory as that of Guangdong, moving from quadrant III to IV in 2010. Zhejiang moved from the “dual-low” quadrant (III) to the “dual-high” quadrant (I) in 2003 and from quadrant I to IV in 2009. Similar to Zhejiang, Jiangsu moved from the “dual-low” quadrant (III) to the “dual-high” quadrant (I) in 2005. According to Figure 2, the change trajectories of Zhejiang and Jiangsu were quite alike, moving from the “dual-low” to “dual-high” quadrant in 2003 and 2005, respectively, and thereafter, to quadrant IV. Shandong moved to quadrant II (high energy consumption and low GDP) in 2004, and after four years of development, from quadrant II to the “dual-high” quadrant (I) in 2008, and then to quadrant IV in 2013. The detailed trajectories in Figure 2 revealed that when Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Shandong were in either quadrant I or quadrant II, their positions were quite close to the intersection area of the quadrants, indicating relatively smaller energy consumption per capita compared with other provinces in the same quadrants. To sum up, the common characteristic of the STEE of the provinces in Group Two was that they all started from the “dual-low” quadrant (III), then moved directly or indirectly—but within a short period of time—to quadrant IV, which has the best energy utilization efficiency.

The Group Three provinces were Qinghai, Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Ningxia, Liaoning, and Xinjiang. The common feature of their STEE was that they were found to stay in the high energy consumption and low GDP quadrant (II) for a long period of time. This was particularly the case for Shanxi and Xinjiang, which remained in quadrant II during the entire study period. Hebei and Qinghai shifted from the “dual-low” quadrant (III) to the high energy consumption and low GDP quadrant (II) in 1999 and 2002, respectively. Ningxia experienced repeated shifts between quadrants III and II throughout 2000 and 2001 and then moved to the high energy consumption and low GDP quadrant (II) in 2002. By 2013, all three provinces remained in quadrant II. Between 1996 and 2002, Inner Mongolia showed a similar development trajectory to that of Ningxia and Hebei, shifting from quadrant III (dual low) to quadrant II in 2002, except that Inner Mongolia then moved from quadrant II to quadrant I (dual high) in 2009. Liaoning also moved from quadrant II to quadrant I (dual high) in 2010.

The spatiotemporal trajectory of the Group Three provinces between 1996 and 2016 can be summarized as follows: Inner Mongolia completed the transformation from “dual low” to high energy consumption and low GDP and then to “dual high”; Qinghai, Ningxia, and Hebei completed the shift from “dual low” to high energy consumption and low GDP; Liaoning changed from high energy consumption and low GDP to “dual high”; and Xinjiang and Shanxi remained at the stage of high energy consumption and low GDP. If simply analyzing the spatiotemporal trajectories, according to the cluster results, it can be inferred that Qinghai, Hebei, Ningxia, Shanxi, and Xinjiang may follow a development path similar to that of Inner Mongolia in the future, shifting from the high energy consumption and low GDP quadrant to the “dual-high” quadrant. Inner Mongolia and Liaoning may complete the energy efficiency development trajectory of Beijing, together with Shanghai and Tianjin from Group One, moving from quadrant I (dual high) to quadrant IV.

The clustering results showed that Group Four includes most of the provinces, suggesting that the majority of the provinces were still in the early stage of the development process during which their energy consumption and GDP per capita were not particularly high. With respect to their economic and social development, the provinces in Group Four were faced with choosing their own path to energy efficiency development. A further cluster analysis done within Group Four by narrowing the threshold value down to 1.5 resulted in four subgroups: (1) Anhui, Jiangxi, Guangxi, and Hainan; (2) Jilin
and Heilongjiang; (3) Henan, Hunan, Hubei, Chongqing, Shaanxi, Henan, Sichuan, and Yunnan; and (4) Gansu and Guizhou. A comparative analysis within Group Four revealed that Anhui, Jiangxi, Guangxi, and Hainan had relatively high GDP per capita and low energy consumption per capita. Further, Jilin and Heilongjiang had relatively high GDP per capita and energy consumption per capita, while Gansu and Guizhou had low GDP per capita and high energy consumption per capita.

3.3. Analysis of Driving Forces of Energy Efficiency Development Trajectories

Figure 5 shows the change in the ISUI of the provinces over the years. Comparing Figures 3 and 5 revealed that the energy efficiency and ISUI of the provinces did not correspond with each other, with some instances even showing that the two variables deviated from each other. Such provinces included Anhui, Jiangxi, and Guangxi, which had relatively high energy efficiency levels but had ISUI values lower than those of other provinces. Nonetheless, further analysis disclosed an association between the STEE and the transformation of the ISUI.

Their ISUI values showed that the provinces still relied heavily on the improvement of industrial structures for their transformation from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries. From 1996 to 2016, the transformation of each province from primary industries to higher-level industries was relatively stable, with a relatively small gap among the provinces, as well as with an almost synchronized pace of development. Compared with other provinces, although Hainan experienced positive industrial transformation from primary industries to higher-level industries, its level of transformation was still lower, indicating that Hainan, compared with other provinces, focused more on the development of primary industries, which was consistent with the reality of the situation. The provinces that led the transformation from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries included Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangdong, Zhejiang, Shanxi, Jiangsu, and Liaoning, with an average annual ISUI value of higher than 1.54. Xinjiang, Sichuan, Anhui, Guizhou, Guangxi, and Hainan had an average annual ISUI value of less than 1.45, lagging behind other provinces. However, the transformation growth levels of Guizhou, Hainan, Anhui, Jiangxi, Hunan, Inner Mongolia, and Guangxi from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries were among the top, with a growth rate of more than 18%.

The trend in the level of transformation from secondary industries to tertiary industries of the provinces was different than their transformation from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries. There was an apparent increase in the transformation from secondary industries to tertiary industries for Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Guangdong, Shandong, Yunnan, and Heilongjiang, and their ISUI values were also relatively high. Hainan presented a notable decreasing trend in the transformation speed from secondary industries to tertiary industries after 2000, which did not recover until 2011; however, its level of transformation remained high, ranking first from 1996 to 2000 and close to that of Beijing between 2001 and 2016. Other provinces that had a high ISUI value included Guizhou and Gansu. During the 10 years between 1996 and 2006, Guizhou experienced a slight upward trend in industrial transformation. Although there was a high level of decline in 2009, its overall level of transformation was still on par with those of Beijing, Hainan, and Shanghai after 2006. Gansu showed a level of development similar to Guizhou from 1996 to 2006, with a minor decline in 2006 and subsequent recovery since 2010.

In contrast, the transformation level from secondary industries to tertiary industries in Anhui, Jiangxi, Guangxi, Inner Mongolia, Qinghai, Shaanxi, Sichuan, Chongqing, Ningxia, and Jilin manifested a recognizable downward trend. The majority of these provinces had a higher level of transformation than Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Heilongjiang from 1996 to 2008. Nonetheless, in 2008, Zhejiang and Jiangsu surpassed these provinces, and thereafter, the gap between the two groups continued to grow. The rate of transformation of Shanxi, Hubei, and Hunan presented a slight downward trend. Provinces such as Henan and Liaoning showed a relatively stable development trend; however, compared with other provinces, they ranked very low.
According to the comparative analysis between the ISUI and STEE, the majority of the provinces in Groups One and Two of the cluster results of the energy efficiency trajectory, including Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Guangdong, Shandong, and Fujian, stood at the forefront in terms of their level of improvement, and their transformation from secondary industries to tertiary industries presented an upward trend.

Provinces from Group Three of the energy efficiency cluster results, including Qinghai, Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Ningxia, Liaoing, and Xinjiang, showed various levels of industry transformation. The majority of these provinces were around or below the country’s average level of industry transformation. Particularly, the transformation from secondary industries to tertiary industries presented a downward trend, with relatively low transformation.

The ISUI of provinces from Group Four of the energy efficiency trajectory cluster results differed greatly. The level and path of growth of the industrial structures for Anhui, Guangxi, and Jiangxi were almost identical, and their STEE results were also similar. However, Hainan, which was in the same subgroup as these provinces, had a significantly different performance. The transformation directions of Jilin and Heilongjiang from secondary industries to tertiary industries were exactly the opposite, while their STEE did not show similar patterns. Henan, Hunan, Hubei, Chongqing, Shaanxi, Henan, and Sichuan had an indistinguishable level and path of growth of industrial structure, and their corresponding energy efficiency also showed a similar trajectory; nevertheless, Yunnan, which was in the same subgroup as these provinces, again, performed very differently in terms of the two indices. Gansu and Guizhou had a seemingly synchronized level and path of industrial structure transformation, regardless of whether it was from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries or from secondary industries to tertiary industries, and their STEE also showed similar characteristics.

Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that provinces with similar levels of transformation of industrial structures tended to have a higher probability of possessing a similar energy efficiency spatiotemporal trajectory. Particularly, provinces with a similar transformation
From the perspective of a single province, the study further analyzed whether the temporal characteristics of industrial structure transformation corresponded with their STEE.

Beijing (from Group One) completed the transformation from the “dual high” quadrant (I) to high GDP per capita and low energy consumption per capita (quadrant IV) in 2011. It can be seen from Figure 5 that after a brief lull in 2010, the ISUI of Beijing reached its second peak in 2011, which corresponded with the high point of its industrial transformation from secondary industries to tertiary industries.

Shandong (from Group Two) had the most frequent shifts in its energy efficiency trajectory. A further analysis showed that its transformation from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries reached its second highest point in 2004 (1.53). Shandong’s energy efficiency trajectory showed that in 2004, Shandong started to shift from the “dual low” quadrant (III) to the high energy consumption per capita and low GDP per capita quadrant (II), matching the peak of industrial transformation from primary industries as part of the transformation from primary industries to secondary industries, which involved the transformation from low energy-consuming to high energy-consuming industries. In 2008, Shandong shifted from the high energy consumption and low GDP per capita quadrant (II) to the “dual high” quadrant (I), and the ISUI from the transition from secondary industries to tertiary industries reached 0.53, the highest point since the valley point in 2004. Thereafter, there was evident growth in the index. In 2013, Shandong moved into the low energy consumption and high GDP per capita quadrant (IV). These findings suggested that the industrial structural upgrade path of Shandong correlated with the characteristics of its STEE.

Inner Mongolia (from Group Three) had the most frequent changes in its energy efficiency trajectory in the group. Therefore, we used Inner Mongolia as a benchmark for analysis. Inner Mongolia’s transformation index from primary industries to secondary and tertiary industries rose from 1.29 in 1996 to 1.47 in 2002 and remained between 1.49 and 1.55 thereafter; its transformation index from secondary industries to tertiary industries reached the peak value of 0.82 in 2002, followed by a slight downward trend, and an accelerated drop in 2009, at which point, it dropped below 0.60. Correspondingly, the STEE of Inner Mongolia shifted from the “dual-low” quadrant (III) to the high energy consumption and low GDP per capita quadrant (II) in 2002, which could have been affected by the transformation from primary industries to secondary industries. In 2009, its STEE moved to the “dual-high” quadrant (I) and remained at the top position for energy consumption per capita in China between 2007 and 2012, which might have been associated with its high levels of transformation from primary industries and the decline in the transformation from secondary industries. On the whole, the level and development trend of industrial structural upgrade for Inner Mongolia possessed similar characteristics to its STEE.

Based on the comparison of the temporal characteristics of industrial structural upgrades and the STEE of each province, it can be concluded that the development of each province’s level of industrial structure upgrades and STEE presented the same or similar temporal characteristics, indirectly showing that the extent of industrial structure transformation can affect the development of energy efficiency.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

In this study, the EMEPCI was employed to illustrate the STEE of 30 Chinese provinces between 1996 and 2016, and a spatiotemporal trajectory data processing method in geospatial information science was introduced for a cluster analysis of the energy efficiency trajectories of those provinces. In addition, the ISUI was constructed for each province to further analyze the relationships between the industrial structure and the energy efficiency of each province. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) All 30 provinces showed trends of growth in energy efficiency per capita; however, the growth rate and amplitude differed by province. From a geospatial perspective, the energy efficiency of the eastern regions was higher than that of the western regions, and that of the southern regions was higher
than that of the northern regions. From the perspective of an economic region, the Beijing-Tianjin area, the Yangtze River Delta core area (Shanghai, Zhejiang, and Jiangsu), and the radiation region of the Pearl River Delta (Guangdong, Fujian, and Hainan) were in the lead in terms of energy efficiency. In the middle reaches of the Yellow River, including Shanxi and Inner Mongolia, the northwest and southwest regions had lower energy efficiency. Further, the growth trends demonstrated a pattern in which the provinces with higher energy efficiency had higher growth rates, whereas the provinces with lower energy efficiency had lower growth rates.

2) Adopting GDP per capita as the horizontal axis and energy consumption per capita as the vertical axis, an energy efficiency trajectory quadrant diagram was constructed. The analyses revealed that the majority of the Chinese provinces belonged to quadrant III, where neither energy consumption nor GDP per capita was high, suggesting that most of the provinces and cities were still in the early stages of the development process. Specifically, the southwest region and the regions near the middle reaches of the Yangtze River remained in quadrant III from 1996 to 2016. With the improvement of the urbanization and further development of the economy in these regions, their energy demands are likely to increase correspondingly. Hence, it is necessary to pay attention to the adjustment of the economic development model to avoid the shifting towards quadrants I or II, where the energy consumption is high.

3) A spatiotemporal trajectory clustering analysis grouped Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin into one cluster. The three cities remained in the “dual-high” quadrant for a long period of time and are shifting towards quadrant IV. Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, and Shandong belonged to Group Two, the trajectory of which was characterized by moving almost directly from the “dual-low” quadrant (III) towards the target quadrant (IV). The common feature of the energy efficiency trajectory of Qinghai, Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Ningxia, Liaoing, and Xinjiang was that they remained in the high energy consumption and low GDP quadrant for a relatively long period of time and immediate changes were required in their development models. The remaining provinces were mainly from the southwest region and the middle reaches of the Yangtze River. These provinces belonged in quadrant III, where both the energy consumption and GDP per capita were low. With the continuing development of the economy and society, they will be confronted with the choice of the direction of their energy efficiency utilization trajectory.

4) The comparative analysis between the industrial structure upgrade level and the energy efficiency trajectory of the provinces revealed that the provinces with a similar industrial structure transformation level are more likely to have similar spatiotemporal trajectories of energy efficiency. Particularly, provinces with a similar level of transformation from secondary industries to tertiary industries have a greater probability of having a similar spatiotemporal trajectory of energy efficiency. The industrial structure transformation level and development of each province were found to have synchronized temporal features with the development of its spatiotemporal trajectory of energy efficiency, indirectly supporting the argument, therefore, that industrial structure transformation can affect the development of energy efficiency.

Therefore, in order to improve energy efficiency, it is necessary to design a development path of energy efficiency according to the historical trajectory of a province’s energy efficiency and the characteristics of its industrial structure. We propose the following target recommendations.

1) Currently, the level of transformation of the primary industries of 30 Chinese provinces are higher than that of the secondary industries; hence, each province has its own need and must drive to continue on the path towards economic transformation. With respect to the path toward energy efficiency, different provinces should be given different commendations. Generally, the rest of the provinces of China should learn from the experiences of the provinces in Group 2 (Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, and Fujian). One of the strategies concluded from the historical experiences analyzed in this study is that every province should readjust its industrial structure, especially to improve the pace of transformation from secondary industries to tertiary industries.
(2) Although Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin have relatively better industrial structures and development trends, they still need to further increase their paces of transformation. In particular, the provinces in Group Three, such as Qinghai, Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Ningxia, Liaoning, and Xinjiang, which are still engaging in energy-intensive industries, should change their energy utilization patterns urgently and speed up the transformation of their industrial structures. It is especially crucial to quickly reverse the declining trend of the transformation of secondary industries to tertiary industries.

(3) Regions in the southwest and the middle reaches of the Yangtze River, whose energy efficiency is still in quadrant III, are advised to learn from the economic development paths of provinces such as Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Fujian to accomplish a direct transition from the low energy consumption and low GDP per capita quadrant (III) to the high energy efficiency quadrant (IV).

(4) There are many aspects to the development of energy efficiency, and more and deeper research is worth exploring continually.
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